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ABSTRACT
More and more robots are being designed every day, demanding technological
implementation and production. This progress does not come without its
glitches, however. A common and increasing problem that appears is the
insufficient testing, simulation and optimization steps that a robotic
construction need to pass in order to achieve an efficient design. These steps
prove to be difficult and sometimes discouraging, resulting in laborious work,
due to lack of tools. This paper presents an example of a robotic optimization
using a generic software package, applied on a custom manipulator, a tirechanging robot
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1. INTRODUCTION
The first part of the paper presents the concept of the tire changing manipulator. Design
aspects, kinematics and dynamics issues are discussed. The second part of the paper presents
a generic optimization and simulation software package and its important role in the design.
2. THE TIRE CHANGING ROBOT
The idea of a tire-changing robot was derived after watching the dangerous and primitive tire
changing process on Formula One racing cars. One problem associated with car racing is the
time differential between teams during pits stops which substantially affects racing, In
addition, a high percentage of the Formula One accidents are due to pit stop problems.
Having people change tires of cars while almost in motion, at dangerous pressure and
temperature values is a risky challenge. About 15-25 people from each team are exposed to
serious dangers. Our idea is to build a filly robotized system that takes over the tire changing
and refieling process. There is no need of human intervention. The system will demonstrate
remarkable time accuracy, precision and low risk implications.
2.1. BRIEF CONSIDERATIONS / ARMS/ WORKSPACE
Our proposed robotic system consists of five manipulators: one for each of the tires, and a
fifth one for the fuel tank. To preserve the environment of the pit stop and to assure the
comfort of the team we implement suspended manipulators. The support of the five arms
allows a sliding motion of each arm and does not create any obstacles or driving difficulties.
It consists of two double longitudinal branches on which the arms are suspended. The sliding
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mechanism of the arms is essential for the end effecter positioning. The material used has to
be resistant, of low elasticity and capable of sustaining the mass of the arms. Each of the tires
of a Formula One car is fixed to the body with a single central screw (Figure 1), This design
allows a flexible end - effecter with decent power and mass requirements. Each of the
manipulators has a sliding range of 1 to 1.5 meters on the supports and can handle a tire in
many ways. The only plane in which a good dexterity is required is the horizontal one (the
distance from the ground and the tire’s central axis is relatively constant), Based on the
above-mentioned requirements, the manipulator design from Figure 2 has been derived.

Figure 2. Arm view

2.2. TASKS AND MOTION RELATED BRIEFINGS
The car arrives into the pit from a certain direction and stops in approximately the same spot
every time. By the time the car arrives, its exact position and tire directions are registered.
Once it stops and is jacked up, the arms start the tire changing process. For lifting the car, a
simple lifting system will be positioned on the stopping platform. Each manipulator has to go
through the following task sequence:
- Position the end effecter as function of the tire parameters received from the sensor system
- Rotate the end effecter so that it can catch the tire
- Grab the tire / remove the screw
- Remove the tire from its axis and put it on the ground near the car in a convenient spot
- Change position and grab anew tire, located in the proximity, with a new screw on it
- Return and mount the new tire
- Tighten the screw
- Move back in the stand-by position/ the car can go now.
There are about 15 different tasks, each of approximately 1 second, which allows a process
length of approximately 10-15 seconds per manipulator. The arms work in parallel and
independently. The set of movements required is of short distance and mainly consist of
revolute steps: arm expansion/contraction, armjend effecter rotation and end effecter
positioning. There is a good chance that the specified time of around 1 second per move can
be improved. According to the information from the sensors on the tire, the end effecter can
position itself perpendicularly on the tire and grab it correctly. The system can be easily
adjusted to handle similar tires based on one screw. The rotation of the screw is a simple task,
implying the activation of one compressed air tool with good dynamics control.
The most time consuming task is tire handling. This task requires good torque and
acceleration control on the entire arm, the activation of all the engines, precision sliding
([13] [14]). Moving back in the stand-by position is a simple task, to be completed partially
when the car leaves. Because of the sliding mechanism, the pilot still has enough flexibility.

2.3. JOINT / LINK REQUIREMENTS AND CONSTRUCTION
One arm is composed of four joints and an end effecter. The first joint is prismatic and
constitutes the sliding part of the system (Figure 3).

Figure 3. The slider

Figure 4. Second joint

Typically, the slider is activated in the beginning of the full process, to fix the arm in an
appropriate position. The friction coefficient of sliding between the support and the slider is
large enough to allow a stable braking with a precision of lm/s2 and the friction coefficient of
revolution small enough for low acceleration control.
All the engines work at high speeds and have significant mass, and so the inertia problem was
considered thoroughly ([4] [6] [9]). To optimize the time, the arm moves from/to the stand-by
position to / from the ready position in the same time with the sliding action. The second
joint is revolute, as are all of the following ones. Figure 4 shows the joint and indicates the
rotation direction. A revolution limitation of 3/2*PI avoids kinetic / dynamic problems (e.g.
singularities). The engine is fixed in the sliding part, thus concentrating the mass pressure on
the support. The third joint, together with the previous one and the slider, forms the rigid
concentration of mass and torque of the arm (Figure 5). For a better control, the engine is
attached to the axis of the previous joint. The rest of the arm is light and forms the
transportable part, which needs to be fast. The angle of rotation is limited to less than PI/2
degrees. The last revolute joint from the arm segment is the elbow joint (Figure 6). This
joint’s engine has a moderate torque and is light. It is installed in the upper part of the arm,
thus keeping a safe mass distribution. The angle of revolution is limited to PI/2 degrees. The
pressure between the support and the arms has to be as small as possible, mostly because
while the arms work together the support vibrations can force dislocations.
The filly extended position (at about PI for the third joint and PI/2 for the fourth joint)
requires a special orientation of the end effecter, to avoid touching the ground. The stand-by
position is safe enough to offer the pilot good visibility while entering the pits.

Figure 5. Third joint

Figure 6. Elbow joint

2.4. THE END EFFECTOR (DESIGN/ POWER/ ACCURACY)
The end effecter has to be small, light, but powerfil and dexterous. After going through
various models, we derived the design in Figure 7. This model solves many problems. First,
there are no position/orientation problems. The disk type effecter can rotate at a speed 02,
and reach any orientation requested by the sensor system. Having four identical grabbing
segments, there are no equilibrium problems during transportation. The forces are well
distributed and allow movements within a wide acceleration range. The revolute joint
between the arm and the effecter allows a rotation in the
vertical plane of PI/2 degrees. The engine is light with
moderate torque requirement, The engine that spins the \
disk with the four segments is installed in the pyramidal I
body following the cylinder, in the same spot as the ~
compressed-air screw removal system The only rotation
:!?!!!!
that cannot be performed by this end effecter” is on the ,
vertical axis, however, this is compensated by the first
Figure 7. End effecter
revolute joint, which supports most of the torque
requirements and allows for good acceleration control.
In this setup, the end effecter can operate for almost any reachable position of the tire.
Another advantage of this effecter model is that the tires do not have to be perpendicular to
the ground (suppose an accident has happened, the end effecter would still be able to
accommodate the correct orientation). However, once the tire is not perpendicular to the
ground this would mean that the car has been damaged seriously and most probably needs
intervention of the team (the tire sensors prove very important here).
In order to find the position of the screw on the tire, the compressed air screwdriver starts a
revolute task and in the same time advances slowly until it “fits” the faces of the screw and
fixes onto them.
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2.5. DIRECT AND INVERSE KINEMATICS
A next step is solving the direct/ inverse kinematics for this specific manipulator [1]. Using
the Denavit-Hartemberg table [2], the equations for the direct kinematics can be easily
written. The inverse kinematics is solved easily using direct algebraic methods [12] [1 7].
For the first joint, the angle does not have to exceed PI degrees. In the initial position (standby), the angle will be always be positioned at O degrees. For joint 2, the angle does not have
to exceed PI/2. The angle only reaches a value close to O degree when the car is far from the
arm, 80cm or more. The initial position of this angle is set close to PI/2, so the link stays up.
For joint 3, the reference to the previous link proves a superfluous allowance for the angle.
We use values between PI/12 and up to PI. For the stand-by position, the angle is set close to
PI/1 2. Joint 4 has lower limits than physically possible. The angle value is not smaller than
PI/4 and no bigger than 5* PI/4. Slightly larger angles (close to PI/4 or 5* PI/4) would cause
problems in holding the tire. A value of PI/2 is used for the stand-by position. The last joint is
adjusted independently from the others. The value can run from O up to 2 *PI. A software
tracking system is being built, allowing rotation of the four segments synchronously from the
moment the sensor system gives information about the tire’s position. Thus, the angle can go
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up to n* PI. This also allows positioning of the segments in advance. Decoupling of
singularities is not necessary as long as the design allows their avoidance ([15]). The inverse
velocity and acceleration result from the following derivations:
-

dq = J(q)-l”dX, d2q=J(q)-l”B, a?X=J(q “ (/q+d/dt “ J(q) dq (*)
2.6. DIRECT AND INVERSE DYNAMICS
For this type of arm the following dynamics model ([1] [3] [4] [5]) is used:
~=M(q) “ c?q+V(q,dq)+G(q)+F(q,dq), Zq=M-l(q) “ [~-V(q,dq)-G(q)-F(q,dq)] (**)
2.7. THE SENSOR SYSTEM
The variable elements derived from the sensor system (that affect the inverse kinematics
equations) are the center of each tire and the angle a made by the axis of the tire with the
slider. By receiving the XYZ coordinates of each of the four tires, these can be easily
deducted.
There is also a need to control the number of times per second the sensor system provides
data [12]. This is important to determine the car’s motion. Motion recovery would allow one
arm to track the tire and to have the end - effecter positioned even before the car would stop,
thus gaining time [17]. According to the required sensor system tasks, one of the possible
implementations for this sensory system can be through a radio radar detector ([9] [1 O] [12]).
The receiving part of the system situated close to the scene will stay in stand-by mode and
scan for signals from the tires. Once the receiver detects the sensors, this implies that the car
is “around”, and according to the distance and the speed of the car the software processes and
sends the necessary information to the arm controller.
Other tasks can be assigned to the system (i. e. analyzing the information from all the four
tires, scanning the planarity of the car, vibrations, installation of new sensors providing
different types of information, etc).
2.8. CONTROLLING AND SUPERVISING
The following parameters require continuous surveillance:
- Engine activation requests / request-reply discrepancy, internal functionality status
- Link position / orientation, revolution angle error, smoothness of revolution
- Mass distribution in each arm, vibration factor evolution
- Evolution of the delay in answering
- Coordinate discrepancy between sensor data and actual position “seen” by the end effecter
- Sensor’s displacement in time, sensor functionality
- Support displacement, tension during arms motion, vibration and material response
- Temperature / pressure of the environment and of the engines, wind velocity and direction
* B=#X-Wdt*J(q)*dq, q=the vector of joint coordinates; J(q), J(@-l=the Jacobian and inverse Jacobian of q,
X=the vector of end effecter coordinates
** vthe end effecter torque, M-he symmetric joint-space inertia matrix, V=describes Coriolis and centripetal
effects [5] [6], G=the gravity loading, F=the end effecter force.
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- Parameter analysis evolution and general system status
The required joints positions and orientations are always pre-simulated and compared with
the ones obtained from the direct sensor output. The parameter difference is corrected using
mostly PID control. We consider for the digital feedback controllers a proportional plus

Figure 8. Dynamic simulation and control model
derivative (PD) system ([7] [8] [1 l]), hoping to simplify considerably the nonlinear dynamic
equations, but also achieving a high update rate (Figure 8), Figure 9 shows the torque applied
on a joint for a stand-by /full-extend sequence, 1 second:
3. CONTROL ANALYSIS
It is mandatory to have an accurate simulation and control model before building the
manipulator. In testing and optimizing our models, we have successfully developed and used
a simulation package that accepts as input the configuration of a generic robot in D-H
parameter form, the robot dynamics parameters and outputs a variety of closed form solutions
that are essential to the design. The package also optimizes several control and structure
parameters based on simulated task descriptions ([16]). Although our robot is not exactly a 6
DOF manipulator, we can easily view it so by disregarding the slider, part that has its
trajectory and positions determined independently from the rest of the arm (see 2.5. Direct
and Inverse Kinematics Approach).
3.1 ROBOT SOLVING
The first part of the software package solves most of the robot modules of equations.
For the direct kinematics, given the D-H parameter table, the package creates the Aol ..As6
matrices and obtain the Tol. .TOG transformation matrices in their symbolic form and base
coordinates. For velocity kinematics, the software derives the Jacobian matrix and output
equations in the form:

The package implements a symbolic matrix inversion routine that solves the inverse velocity
equations. Through its symbolic differentiation routines, the package also provides the
acceleration and inverse acceleration kinematics equations. Trajectory plotting equations are
also implemented in this software package, allowing for either cubic polynomial form or
constant velocity with cubic polynomial blends. We have opted for the second choice. Three
* ~ =The Cartesian velocity vector, J=the Jacobian matrix, Q =The joint velocity vector
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time intervals can be chosen, a ~o-tl interval for tin accelerating motion, a t2-t3 interval for
decelerating motion and a tl-t2 for a linear/constant velocity period. Given the M, G and V
matrices (see 2.4, Direct and Inverse Dynamics Approach), the package outputs the dynamics
and inverse dynamics equations too. All of the equations are generated in text, C/C++ source
code, or Mathematical format, thus they are easy to be used for further scaling. Once we have
obtained the necessary output from the package, testing in parallel with our software revealed
a clear consistency.
3.2 SIMULATION AND OPTIMIZATION
The second part of the software package, also called the execution module, was of particular
use for our tire changer. The package implements a local PD controller on the control
function:
~f(Q, Q, ~)” Q+f(Q, Q, Q)” KP”eP+f(Q, d, !j)” Kv”eV (*)
The package also allows to add a PID or other feedback control functions ([16] [17]), After
providing KP, K,, the initial and final positions, the time interval in which the movement
should be committed, the number of iterations in the PD loop and the trajectory generator to
be used, the package will run the control loop on points specified by the user and output
graphs showing the ideal and the real trajectories of the manipulator, plus searching and
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Figure 10,11,12. Thetal, Theta2, Theta3 (desn-ed versus actual)

Figure 13. Plotted trajectories

Figures 14,15. End Effecter trajectory analysis 1,2

optimizing the KP, K, and update values.
As an example, we ran the control loop on a move similar to the fully compressed - fully
extended one for which we have included the torque graphs, 1 sec time limit. As output, we
can see the desired thetas versus the actual ones. The package also provided the optimal KP
and K. values, after looping on the parameters ranges (Figures 10, 11 and 12).

“~a fi,mction of robot joint position, velocity and acceleration vectors (note that the package allows for any
..
mathematical function), Q =the desired link acceleration vector, KP=the proportional gain, K,=the derivative
gain, eP=the error in joint variables vector, e,=the error in joint velocities vector.
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With the help of the trajectory plotting part of the program, we were able to script the output
into our model and analyze the move. It is of major importance to have all the trajectories
well defined. Figure 13 shows the trajectories described above: the trajectory of the upper
arm, elbow and wrist. Figures 14, 15 are examples of other trajectories that have been
successfully improved with the help of the package. Please note that most of the simulation
sequences discussed here are available at http://www.bridgeport. edu/-risc. With the help of
the software package, we were able to analyze and improve on all of the movement that the
tire changer performs while changing a tire.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The design and symbolic construction of the robot can promote critical problems if it is not
analyzed thoroughly before being brought to reality, It is much more expensive to discover an
inconsistent design after it was actually built, just as it is important to make as many
optimization and improvements possible at the design and simulation phase, Having applied
the simulation and optimization software above, we were able not only to correct, but
improve consistently the performance. The trajectories have been adjusted, allowing for a
lower inertial load on the arm and for faster reach to its destinations. We were also able to
reduce the amount of torque necessary. It is difficult to build extensive simulation and control
software for any particular or generalized type of robot, however, the more the testing is done
at the design time, the more feasible and practical the robot will be.
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